
Kids Scavenger Hunt

1. Topsy Farms is located on the traditional territory of the

Haudenosaunee, Mississauga and Wendake-Nionwentsio peoples.

Let’s learn a few words in the Mohawk language- a language

traditionally spoken in this area. When you get home, look up

your own home at nativeland.ca to see which traditional territory

it’s located on.

Sun Karahkwa

Moon Ehnita

Water Ohneka

Sheep Siksik

Do you know how to say these words in French? If you’ve come in

the morning, see if you can find Sally or Rachel and ask how to say

them.

Sun ____________

Moon ____________

Water ____________

Sheep ____________



2. There are all sorts of sounds on a farm! Stand still for a

moment and listen. What do you hear? A tractor engine or

a sheep? Are there some sounds you recognize and some

you don't? Make a list of three sounds you know! Go ask

someone you're with or one of the Topsy Farmers to help

you identify the sounds you don't!

____________

____________

____________

3. Now you make some noise! We LOVE music here on the

farm. Can you find some sticks around the farm yard? Use

them to bang on different objects you see in the yard

(please don’t bang on glass, siblings, or anything that

might be easily breakable!). What do you notice about the

sounds you make? Can you find some things that make

high sounds? Some things that make low sounds? Can you

and the people you came with make a song together? Be

creative and have fun!!



4. Have you noticed the incredible stone wall that separates

the parking lot from the barnyard? This wall is held

together by the weight of the stones, and the way they are

placed- there is no mortar at all! On the top of the wall,

you’ll see some vertical stones. These are called coping

stones. Count the number of coping stones and write it

below.

I counted __________ coping stones.

5. Did you see a Kubota tractor? Kubota and Topsy Farms

want to encourage you to Grow Stronger! What do you

think helps lambs grow stronger? What kinds of things

help you to grow stronger? If you see Nellie and Brownie in

the farmyard, give them a scratch on the head while you

think of your answers and list them below. See if you can

think of three things!

I can grow stronger by:



________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________


